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Wallmark Helps to Create Garden Feature Walls Using
Soundproof Panels

Floyd Buenavente September 27, 2013

Many homeowners love the idea of creating privacy around the home using
masonry walls. These are able to be highly customised to provide decorative effects
that become a stunning garden feature wall.

(Newswire.net -- September 27, 2013) Sydney, NSW -- Building an attractive garden
fence panels can increase the appeal of any home. However, when soundproofing panels
are used to construct that wall, there is an increased possibility of reducing the level of

noise that enters the home. Wallmark provides DIY fence screening solutions that achieve both of these objectives.

 

Many homeowners love the idea of creating privacy around the home using masonry walls. These are able to be
highly customised to provide decorative effects that become a stunning garden feature wall. Unfortunately, the cost
and inconvenience of masonry usually restricts many people from this option.

 

By comparison, Wallmark provides a versatile range of DIY fence options that offer the same finished appeal to
masonry walls without the hefty price tag. This allows any homeowner to install fencing that provides privacy and
screening without the need to lay strip footings, or without days of intensive labour.

 

Wallmark’s fencing panels are created using an innovative modular design. Panels can be slotted easily into support
posts so that no gaps are apparent. This increases their effectiveness as acoustic barriers, keeping noise out of the
yard more efficiently.

 

Alternatively, posts can be created using a pillar style with decorative capping, which gives the finished appeal of a
masonry wall. Individual panels can also be finished in an array of textures and can be painted to suit the preferred
décor.

 

Whether the preference is for a high surrounding fence to cut down noise levels and increase privacy, or to create a
decorative screening fence, Wallmark offers just the solution needed. The ranges of panel fencing available are
highly corrosion resistant, at the same time as offering superior noise control properties.

 

All fencing orders can be supplied in kit form for easy DIY installation, and include instructions and installation guides
to ensure that projects are completed with a minimum of fuss. 

To learn more about using sound proof fence to create garden feature walls, visit:
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